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**CEAT Cowboys, are you ready?**
April 4-5 marks OSU’s annual Give Orange campaign. 1,890 minutes for OSU alumni, faculty and staff to come together and give back!

Be on the lookout for a message from Dean Tikalsky!

**CEAT chemical engineering professor receives NSF CAREER Award**
Dr. Marimuthu Andiappan, an assistant professor in the School of Chemical Engineering at OSU, has received a CAREER Award from the National Science Foundation (NSF) for his research on carbon-carbon and carbon-nitrogen cross-coupling reactions.

[Read more]

**Dr. Jamey Jacob Advocates Drone Research to the U.S. House Committee on Science, Space and Technology**
CEAT’s Dr. Jamey Jacob testified at the Capitol before the United States House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology last week in Washington, D.C., highlighting the need for continued investment in drone research for the benefit of national defense, technology development and the public good.

[Read more]
OSU helped drive awareness on orphaned and abandoned wells

Oklahoma State University was a supporting sponsor at the American Association of Petroleum Geologists’ (AAPG) first-of-its-kind workshop focusing on orphaned and abandoned wells at the Hamm Institute for American Energy at Oklahoma State University in Oklahoma City.

IEM’s Austin Buchanan and Ph.D. student Maral Shahmizad develop optimization models for political districting

When partitioning a state into political districts, a common criterion is that political subdivisions like counties should not be split across multiple districts. This criterion is encoded into most state constitutions and is sometimes enforced quite strictly by the courts. However, map drawers, courts, and the public typically do not know what amount of splitting is truly necessary.

Staff Spotlight: Congratulations to Dakota Keith and Ashleigh Green for being in America’s Healthiest Campus spotlight!

This month, OSU’s Department of Wellness highlighted Dakota and Ashleigh for their Sip, Stand and Stretch Challenge. Together they challenged CEAT faculty and staff to participate in an America’s Healthiest Campus wellness challenge.

Did you know that the CEAT marketing and communications team is here to support you? Check us out!

https://ceat.okstate.edu/marketing-and-communications